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Brief and objectives: 

Nova Tissue is a family-run UK paper converter and manufacturer of quality discount toilet 

tissue and kitchen towel based in the North West of England. Engage Comms has been 

working with the company since 2016 on a digital content marketing brief to set it apart from 

its competitors in a tough marketplace during turbulent times for UK manufacturing, seeing it 

through a name change and re-brand in 2017. 

Over the past 12 months, we were tasked with helping the company to achieve the latest 

phase of its ambitious growth plans just over six months on from the launch of the new 

company name. Nova Tissue had established itself as a trusted and quality supplier 

amongst its customer base of wholesalers and others across Europe, but wanted to: 

• Gain a greater market share and competitive edge in existing markets and stand out 

in/tap into new markets 

• Increase customer retention and grow existing relationships by cross-selling ‘added 

value’ services 

• Build greater trust, credibility and sustainability in an unstable European marketplace. 

 

The idea, research and planning: 

Having worked with the company and in the marketplace for two years, we had a good 

understanding of its customers and competitors and had identified and articulated its ethos, 

values and unique selling points. The challenge was keeping up the momentum and driving 

growth by continuing to find new things to say to stay front of mind with key audiences. With 

such a ‘dry’ subject matter and only small budget available, this required some seriously 

creative and innovative thinking and a bit of risk taking! 

We used research to both create talking points around quirky statistics and monitor topics 

and trends that we could tap into. This included Twitter polls, customer surveys, industry 

statistics, and ongoing ‘agenda tracking’. 

We created a 12 month content plan that allowed for both proactive campaigns around key 

stories/calendar dates, and reactive commentary on trending topics. 



Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

Having built a strong relationship and rapport with the client, we persuaded managing 

director Khurram and the team to give us the freedom to have some fun with a content-led 

multi-channel digital comms campaign to drive memorability and engagement with a 

customer base who they are on first name terms with. We devised a content strategy which 

both positioned the company as a thought leader and created stand-out and memorability 

with a light-hearted and humorous take on an otherwise mundane subject matter. The aim 

was to drive traffic back to the website to enable data capture through the enquiries form but 

with a focus on quality over quantity of leads from merchandisers and procurement 

professionals who were looking for an added value service and product range rather than 

just a sole focus on cost. The focus was on bringing to life the team’s genuine passion for 

what they do and innovation in their field, giving us an ‘unexpected’ angle and point of 

differentiation. 

 

Delivery: 

To maximise the small budget, we created bi-monthly blog content that could be recycled 

and shared via social media (Twitter and LinkedIn) and email (to the company’s strong 

database of previous/current/target customer contacts) on a regular basis. 

Content created and shared included: 

• Commentary reassuring wholesalers, retailers and consumers that they don’t need to 

stockpile toilet paper in preparation for Brexit 

• Video advice on whether to ‘scrunch’ or ‘fold’ toilet paper for best results (which was 

featured on Channel 4’s ‘Trending Live’) 

• A local radio interview on how manufacturers get tissues into the box so that the next 

one comes out after the one before 

• ‘Fun facts’ about how people use toilet paper (eg did you know that on average 

consumers use nine pieces per trip to the loo?!) 

• An infographic on the factory’s monthly outputs and services 

• Reaction to pulp price increases to reassure customers that the cost would not be 

passed on 

• News about the company’s investment in new machinery and how it extended their 

manufacturing capability and product lines 

• Details of a new eco-friendly product range developed in partnership with an 

environmental charity. 

Interactive multimedia content including graphics, gifs and video ensured maximum visibility 

and reach. 

 



Measurement and evaluation:  

We measure the effectiveness of what we do on tangible outcomes rather than outputs and 

since our brief was based on growth targets and our digital content activity was the only form 

of marketing/sales that the company invested in during this timeframe, the figures speak for 

themselves: 

• There has been a 20% increase in sales enquiries, almost all of which come via the 

website 

• Turnover grew from £6.5m in 2017 to £8m in 2018 and based on sales so far, the 

company is on target for £9.5m turnover in 2019 

• Net profit increased 40% from 2017 to 2018. 

Total followers on social media (Twitter and LinkedIn) increased by 41.8% from the previous 

year and total impressions of social media posts increased by 58.5%. Overall sessions on 

the website increased by 18%. 

Khurram Iqbal, Managing Director, Nova Tissue, said: "The engaging, creative content that 

Engage Comms has created and shared on our behalf over the last 12 months has helped 

us to stand out from our competitors, tap into new markets, and stay 'front of mind' with past 

and existing customers in a tough marketplace and turbulent political and economic 

environment. The fact that they are able to come up with new things to say that resonate 

with our target audiences in a non-salesy way has positioned us as a reputable company 

and trusted partner rather than just another supplier." 

 

Budget and campaign impact:  

We took a sales-led brief and flipped it on its head: Instead of a high volume, big budget 

‘above the line’ campaign, we focused on low cost, innovative, highly targeted multi-channel 

digital content campaign that engaged the right people in the right place at the right time, 

maximising a small budget of £10k for maximum long term impact. 

 


